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Abstract. In a gene sequencing system, ensquared energy is an important parameter for base-calling software.
Nevertheless, the displacement between wafer and camera, which is caused by vibration and position error of
the wafer stage while photographing, will decrease the image quality and further influence the ensquared energy.
Our study established the relationship model between the dynamic factors and ensquared energy. Several
experiments were carried out on the sequencing platform. The results revealed that the ensquared energy has
a linear relationship with the location standard deviation of dynamic errors. In the sequencing platform described,
if the ensquared energy value required is larger than 65%, the location standard deviation should be controlled
below 140 nm. Furthermore, the ensquared energy calculated by a DNA nanoballs image is accordant with the
conclusion in the meantime. The performance parameters of the wafer stage and vibration suppression could
be drawn up reasonably. © 2019 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.58.5.053102]
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1 Introduction
The most common technologies of second generation
sequencing rely on optical detection of fluorescent
substance.1,2 The fluorescent dyes attached on DNA nano-
balls (DNBs) are activated by lasers, and then the excited
fluorescence illuminates the detector to form the DNB
images. A base with a quality score is called for a given
DNB spot by special base-calling software. Ensquared
energy3,4 is an important factor that influences the quality
score correlated with base accuracy. If the ensquared energy
is small, the energy distribution is dispersive, crosstalk
and background intensity will decrease the quality score.
Generally speaking, the ensquared energy should be larger
than 65% for precise base calling. Therefore, it should be
focused on the factors that influence the ensquared energy.

Mathematical properties of the encircled and ensquared
energy functions for the diffraction-limited point-spread
function (PSF) were presented by Torben.5 In recent years,
requirements for ensquared energy have been an important
part of the system requirements for various imaging
instruments.6–8 However, the research mentioned above is
all related to static imaging. Few studies focus on the relation
between ensquared energy and dynamic parameters.

In the sequencing field, in order to acquire high-sequenc-
ing throughput, the core is to increase scanning speed of the
wafer stage. The two main operating modes of the wafer
stage are uniform motion mode and stepping motion mode.
In uniform motion mode, the vibration caused by the wafer
stage is small while the galvanometer should be added into
system to compensate the uniform motion of the wafer
stage,9 which greatly increases the system complexity and
assembly difficulty. As a consequence, more systems prefer
stepping motion mode. In stepping motion mode, two
dynamic parameters should be focused on.

First, one dynamic factor is the vibration caused by the
wafer stage. If the wafer stage moves to the next field
after it finishes capturing the previous position, it will expe-
rience acceleration and deceleration. As vibrations have
certain attenuation period, residual vibration will exist in
photographing period. These leftover vibrations will bring
out image shift and thus cut down ensquared energy.

Second, position error of the wafer stage also should be
carefully considered. To gain optimal sequencing through-
put, the stabilizing process of the wafer stage should not
continue to the status that no position error exit. Therefore,
in the photographing period, the image shift caused by
position error of the wafer stage will reduce ensquared
energy as well.

In this study, we presented the influence of dynamic
parameters on the ensquared energy. In Sec. 2, we described
the sequencing technology centered on a hybridization
and ligation method. In Sec. 3, the model between
dynamic parameters and ensquared energy was established.
Meanwhile, the composition of sequencing platform and
the displacement measurement interferometer (DMI) system
was also described in this section. In Sec. 4, the DNB im-
aging experiments were carried through, and conclusions
are drawn in Sec. 5.

2 Background
The sequencing technology described in this study is cen-
tered on a hybridization and ligation method and relies on
optical detection of fluorescent events.10 The schematic flow
diagram11 is shown in Fig. 1.

First, sequencing fragments are prepared by sonication of
genomic DNA followed by a series of repeated adapter site
insertions, template circularization, restriction enzyme scis-
sion, and polymerase amplification. In the end, DNBs are
generated. Second, DNBs are selectively attached to a coated
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silicon chip that is patterned with active sites to generate the
DNB array chip.12 Third, a library of common probes is used
in combination with standard anchors and extended anchors
to perform an unchained hybridization and ligation assay.
Each hybridization and ligation cycle is followed by fluores-
cent imaging of the DNB spotted chip and subsequently
regeneration of the DNBs. This cycle is repeated until the
entire combinatorial library of probes and anchors is exam-
ined. Finally, base-calling, mapping, assembly, and analysis
software are implemented to rapidly reconstruct genomes
from billions of paired-end reads.

The optical platform realizes the rapid reading of submi-
cron DNA nanoarrays. The imaging process based on the
optical platform is shown in Fig. 2. The light emitted by
laser is reflected by beam-splitters and enters into objective,
followed by the light focused on the wafer. The fluorescent
dyes attached on DNBs are motivated by lasers to emit fluo-
rescence. The excited fluorescence transfers to objective, and
then passes through filter, tube and illuminates the detector
of the camera. In order to achieve high-throughput sequenc-
ing, the wafer, which is loaded with high-density DNB array,

is scanned by a three-dimensional (3-D) motion platform.
Among the three axes, two axes are employed to realize hori-
zontal sweep, and the other axis cooperate with the autofocus
module to realize the optimal focal plane detecting during
scanning process.

3 Description of the Method

3.1 Process of Image Degradation

The image quality of the sequencing system is influenced by
the aberration of the optical system, laser thermal influence,
the image shift aroused by stepping motion, and so on. All
these factors will cause image blur and deformation, which is
image degradation.

It is assumed that degenerative system hðx; yÞ is the space
invariant linear system, and then the degenerated model of
continuous function could be expressed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;565g ¼ Sðf � hÞ þ n; (1)

where fðx; yÞ is the target image, hðx; yÞ is the degraded
model, * is convolution process, S is the sampling course,
nðx; yÞ is the noise function, and gðx; yÞ is the degraded
image. The degradation model is shown in Fig. 3.

In statics imaging condition, the degraded model hðx; yÞ
mainly refers to PSF of the optical system. Nevertheless,
when in dynamic imaging condition, image shift caused
by moving components will degrade image quality together
with PSF of the optical system.

3.2 Modeling Establishment

In this section, it is set forth the physical process that how
the dynamic parameters influence the ensquared energy.

Proprietary techniques could be used to control DNBs
size, density, and binding affinity to wafer. Therefore,
DNBs on wafer have approximately identical size and lumi-
nance. One DNB is taken out to implement the analysis.
Without considering all factors that could lead to degrada-
tion, but considering the magnification of the optical system,
the theoretical DNB (energy normalized to 1) in the image
space is established.

The degenerate function includes the static factors and
dynamic factors. The statics factors refer to the aberration
of the optical system and heat effect of laser and could be
evaluated by PSF. On the other hand, vibration and position
error of the wafer stage form dynamic errors, which would
cause the image shift in the photographing cycle. First, the
statics influence is considered in the analysis, the convolu-
tion of the theoretical DNB model and PSF of the optical
system will form a blurry spot on the camera. Second,
owing to dynamic factors, image shift exists in a sampling
cycle. It is supported that the photographing time is T and

Fig. 1 Schematic flow diagram of the sequencing process.

Fig. 2 The imaging process based on optical platform. Fig. 3 Model of image degeneration.
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the sample rate of the wafer stage is fstage, then the frames
numbers captured in a sampling cycle is n ¼ ðT × fstageÞ.
Therefore, in a photographing cycle, the blurry DNB
image is the superimposed of these N blurry spots. The
dispersed DNB image matrix could be expressed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;696Rimage ¼
Xn
i¼1

fðlxi; lyiÞ � PSF; (2)

where fðÞ represents the theoretical DNB model, PSF is point
spread function of the optical system, Lx ¼ ðlx1; lx2; · · · ; lxnÞ
and LY ¼ ðly1; ly2; · · · ; lynÞ are the offset matrices between
DNB and camera in X and Y scanning direction, respectively.
Lx and LY could be obtained by DMI system or linear
encoders.

After limited sampling of detector, the energy of continu-
ous blurry spots gathered by the discrete pixels in the nine
block box. Therefore, the ensquared energy could be calcu-
lated by the grayscale of nine pixels in nine block box. It is
important to note that the calculation of ensquared energy
should take account the offset between the center of nine
block box and the centroid of DNB image.

In a photographing cycle, the locations of DNB are dis-
crete. As described before, the distribution of blurry spot in
the image space is related to the locations of N frames in one
sampling cycle. Therefore, the location standard deviation
(STD for short) of N frames captured in one sampling
cycle should be figured out to manifest the dispersion degree,
which is shown as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;426STD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

N
i¼1 ðlxi − lxÞ2 þ

P
N
i¼1 ðlyi − lyÞ2

N − 1

s
; (3)

where lx ¼
P

N
i¼1

lxi
N and ly ¼

P
N
i¼1

lyi
N .

The entire algorithm of flowchart is shown in Fig. 4. The
relationship model between offset in one sampling cycle and
ensquared energy is built up. In other words, the model
between dynamic parameters and ensquared energy has been
established.

3.3 Sequencing Platform

In order to verify the influence of dynamic parameters on
ensquared energy, several experiments were carried out on
sequencing platform, shown in Fig. 5. The sequencing plat-
form consists of marble, motion stage for 3-D translation,
objective, illumination module, beam splitter module, tube
module, autofocus module, camera, and so on. Horizontal
motion stage employs Aerotech air-bearing linear stage.
Three beam splitter modules split four-ways laser beams,
autofocus beam, and fluorescence beams, and several filters
are installed in the platform to reduce the laser influence on
fluorescence. Meanwhile, four complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) cameras are used to capture fluores-
cence signals in different wave bands. In order to reduce
the external vibration influence, the instrument is placed on
a site with VC-D vibration criterion.13

3.4 Dynamic Parameters Measurement Based on
DMI System

The dynamic parameters happened in stepper motion progress
are measured by means of DMI system, shown in Fig. 6.

The laser is split into two paths by a 50% beam splitter.
Two plane mirrors are placed on the upper platform of mar-
ble and the Z wafer stage, respectively. The displacement of
the two plane mirrors is measured by high-stability plane
mirror interferometer in the respective light path while the
wafer stage acts as step motion. After recombining and
data processing of the two mirrors displacement signals, the
relative displacement between the two mirrors is obtained.
Since the optical modules are rigidly connected on the
upper platform, the result of DMI measurement is actually
the relative displacement between camera and wafer. The
measurement results include the vibration of the wafer
stage and the position error of the wafer stage.

4 Results

4.1 Static Images

First, the sequencing wafer is imaged at static condition. The
aberration of imaging optical system and error caused by
laser thermal influence will affect the image quality of static

Fig. 4 Algorithm of flowchart.
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imaging. Among these, the aberrations of imaging optical
system mainly refer to the principle errors of the optical sys-
tem, the optical design errors, and various errors in manufac-
turing. The factors described above all belong to system
error, which could be expressed by PSF of the sequencing
system.

A processing chip used for evaluating PSF is placed on the
chuck above the wafer stage. The processing chip is focused
on the optimal focal plane with the help of autofocus module.
Partial image of the processing chip is shown in Fig. 7(a).
Two regions of interest are selected to calculate the PSF in
orthogonal direction. By means of knife-edge method14 and
Fermi function, the PSF result is shown in Fig. 7(b).

In this system, the image device is CMV50000 CMOS
sensor, with the pixel size 4.6 × 4.6 μm. The ensquared
energy is calculated in the region of 3 × 3 pixels, and the
area is 13.8 × 13.8 μm accordingly.

Afterward, the biological wafer is absorbed on the chuck
for DNB imaging. The images of DNB are photographed at
the optimal focal plane, which is shown in Fig. 8. It has been
calculated that the ensquared energy is about 73% at static
status.

4.2 Dynamic Images

Second, the wafer stage moves in stepping mode in dynamic
imaging condition. The overall period is 75 ms. The

photographing period is 15 ms, and residual time consists of
motion period and setting time. The sample frequency of
the wafer stage is 2000 Hz, so the frames numbers captured
in a sampling cycle is 30.

In addition to the factors described before in static image,
the vibration that is caused by the wafer stage stepping
motion and the position error that happened at the photo-
graphing cycle will bring out image shift, which will influ-
ence the dynamic images quality.

Fig. 5 Photograph of sequencing platform.

Fig. 6 Dynamic errors measurement schematic based on DMI
system.

Fig. 7 PSF measurement of sequencing system: (a) image of
processing chip and (b) PSF of the sequencing system.
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In order to acquire the statistical property, about 800 fields
were scanned by the wafer stage. When the wafer stage is
carried through stepping motion, the displacement between
the camera and wafer stage in two scanning direction were
measured by the DMI systems.

The location STD distribution histogram of all fields is
shown in Fig. 9. Meanwhile, the proportions that different
ranges account for are listed in Table 1.

From Fig. 9 and Table 1, 87% images have the location
STD between 60 and 160. According to the model described
in Sec. 3, the corresponding ensquared energies at different
ranges are calculated, the result is shown in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 10, it is indicated that the ensquared energy has
approximately linear relationship with the location STD of X
and Y offsets. As the location STD increases, the ensquared
energy decreases. In this sequencing system, if the ensquared
energy value required is larger than 65%, the location STD
should be controlled below 140 nm.

One image of which the location STD is between 120 and
140 nm is selected to calculate the ensquared energy. The
corresponding DNB figure is shown in Fig. 11. After calcu-
lating, the ensquared energy is 66.44%. The ensquared
energy value conforms to the statistics result.

5 Discussion
In a gene sequencing system, ensquared energy is a crucial
parameter for base-calling software to recognize the DNA
bases. A model between dynamic parameters and ensquared

Fig. 8 The DNB image captured at static condition.

Fig. 9 The distribution of location STD.

Table 1 Proportion of different ranges.

Range of location STD (nm) Numbers relative to all frames (%)

<60 4.47

60 to 80 17.39

80 to 100 24.72

100 to 120 20.5

120 to 140 15.16

140 to 160 9.19

>160 8.57

Fig. 10 The ensquared energy results.

Fig. 11 The DNB image captured at dynamic status.
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energy is built up in this study. Several imaging experiments
are carried through in the sequencing platform. First, the
static elements that mainly include optical system aberration
and laser thermal influence are calibrated by the processing
chip. The PSF of the sequencing system is calculated by
means of the knife-edge feature on the processing chip.
Second, the DMI systems are set up to measure the displace-
ment between the wafer stage and camera at about 800 times
motions. Therefore, the dynamic factors that primarily con-
tain the vibration caused by the wafer stage stepping motion
and the position error happened at the photographing cycle
are measured. Finally, the PSF and the dynamic errors data
are used for calculating the ensquared energy at different
dynamic performances. The statistics results indicated that
the ensquared energy has approximately linear relationship
with the location STD. In this sequencing system, if the ens-
quared energy value required is larger than 65%, the location
STD should be controlled below 140 nm. The ensquared
energy calculated by DNB image is accordant with the con-
clusion in the meantime.

This work established the model between dynamic
parameters and ensquared energy. Applying the technique,
we can conclude how dynamic parameters will meet the ens-
quared energy demand. The dynamic performance parame-
ters of the wafer stage and vibration suppression grade could
be drawn up reasonably by this study. Meanwhile, error
allocation in the sequencing system is facilitated.
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